
LOCKING PILL BOTTLES (LPBs®)
Cap Encoding Instruction Guide

PHARMACY INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDEOur product was invented by a physician with the
simple idea that locking pill bottles (LPBs) can
protect individuals, families, and communities from
improper access to medications, reduce intentional
or accidental overdose, and cut off pilfering
(sneaking pills) which is the #1 source for teen drug
misuse.

Safe Rx Locking Pill Bottles are the smart, easy and
affordable way to store your medications at home,
work, school or while traveling.

Please scan this QR
barcode with your
phone for a simple
instructional video
on how the Safe Rx
LPB® cap encoding
process works.

Encoding Process
Instructional Video

Illustrated Cap Encoding Process Instructions

Safe Families
Safe Communities

Step 1: Align your 4-digit code with the 
arrow located on the top of the cap, in 
order from left to right towards the arrow

Step 2: Align the white front guide with the 
lined up 4-digit code and press firmly down 
on the encoder 2-3 times

Step 3: Check the tabs underneath the 4-
digit code to ensure the square 
engagement tabs under the rings were fully  
sheared off during the encoding process

Step 4: Provide opening/ closing 
instruction booklets to recipient with the 
bottle and ensure they can unlock the cap 
before leaving 

Step 5: Encourage recipient to register 
their code at: safe-rx.com/account or store 
their code in a safe and private place 
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1.

CAUTION: the encoder includes a sharp blade and should be handled and used with caution. The blade is protected by an exterior
guide and is not exposed unless the encoder is tampered with or broken. Do not disassemble or tamper with the encoder or there
is a risk of being cut by the blade. For more information on how to encode, please visit www.safe-rx.com or call us at (833) 288-SAFE.
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Email

Password

Sign In


